
MEDITECH Service Bulletin:

“MEDITECH endorses Condusiv’s I/O reduction software, V-locity and Diskeeper, for their 
ability to reduce disk fragmentation and eliminate File Attribute List (FAL) saturation. 
Because of their design and feature set, we have also observed they accelerate application 
performance in a measurable way. MEDITECH requires a defragmentation program for all  
5x and 6x customers. We are pleased that Condusiv has continued to enhance their 
solution and their products are strongly recommended.”

Mike Belkner

Associate VP, 
Technology

FAL Remediation and Improved 
Performance for MEDITECH
Condusiv’s MEDITECH-tailored software solution is chosen by more MEDITECH hospitals due to its proprietary 
technology that remediates the FAL growth issue, prevents file fragmentation from occurring, and boosts electronic 
health record performance by 50% or more without additional hardware. 

Condusiv’s fragmentation prevention and DRAM caching software contains an additional technology called 
“MediWrite™” that optimizes behavior specific to the MEDITECH platform. MediWrite monitors files for extreme cases 
of NTFS file fragmentation that could severely impact server and storage performance once the File Attribute List  
(FAL) reaches its maximum size limit and causes unnecessary downtime to resolve. MediWrite takes special action on 
these files to mitigate the problem. Traditional defragmentation processes will actually cause the FAL to grow in size,  
making the problem worse. 

Condusiv’s MediWrite feature is in both V-locity® (for virtual servers) and Diskeeper® Server (for physical servers) 
product lines and is the only technology that should be used in these situations since it includes unique programming 
that can defragment the FAL without causing FAL size growth. This FAL safe file movement is an industry first. 
Additionally, a new engine was added to handle the extreme free space fragmentation found in these cases. Like the 
above, it also supports the FAL safe file movement technology. 

Moreover, by resolving any existing fragmentation and preventing any new fragmentation from occurring in real-time, 
performance penalties and downtime risks are resolved. MediWrite also has the option to automatically alert users 
when a FAL size issue is detected, so it can be resolved immediately. 

Plus, for those instances where the FAL size needs to be reduced, only V-locity and Diskeeper provide an offline FAL 
reduction utility for reducing the FAL-IN-USE size. This utility allows reduction in minutes rather than hours needed for 
traditional methods.

MEDITECH Speaks Out on Fragmentation and Condusiv Software
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MEDITECH Service Bulletin:

A significant number of MEDITECH customers have faced extended, unscheduled downtime due to excessive 
NTFS fragmentation. In each case the presenting symptom was widespread job errors due to an inability to 
write to the database. In each of these cases the root cause was determined to be that an NTFS structure 
called the File Attribute List (FAL) had reached its size limit. Among other things, the FAL stores information 
about the disk fragments that constitute a file. If an NTFS file, folder, or $MFT (an internal NTFS structure 
known as the Master File Table) becomes critically fragmented, the FAL limit of 256KB may be reached 
and the structure can no longer be grown. This means that NO more data can be added to the file which 
results in the application (i.e. EHR systems) failing until resolved which can require a long period of system 
downtime. Not what users want! 



Condusiv’s I/O reduction software for virtual and physical servers prevents NTFS fragmentation from occurring in real-
time at the Windows file system layer which boosts MEDITECH application performance by eliminating excessively 
small writes and reads, and protects against unscheduled downtime with the only industry engine that can 
remediate FAL growth issues that occur within the MEDITECH application due to severe file fragmentation. To boost 
performance even further, Condusiv’s solutions include a DRAM caching engine to serve hot reads dynamically from 
idle, available DRAM to further reduce I/O to underlying storage. 

MEDITECH Customers Speak Out on V-locity Performance
Over 100 MEDITECH hospitals have deployed V-locity to accelerate their electronic health records (EHR) 
performance while also resolving downtime risk related to the peculiarities of NTFS file fragmentation within 
the MEDITECH application. Below are summaries of two published case studies from MEDITECH users who  
deployed V-locity.
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About Condusiv
Condusiv® Technologies is the world leader in software-
only storage performance solutions for virtual and physical 
server environments, enabling systems to process more 
data in less time for faster application performance.

More Information
www.condusiv.com

To speak with a product specialist in North America: 
Call toll-free 800-829-6468.

To speak with a product specialist outside the U.S.: Call 
+44 (0) 1483 342 360. For specific country offices and 
contact numbers, please visit our Contact Us page.

CHRISTUS Health Deploys V-locity and Doubles 
Electronic Health Record Performance

CHRISTUS Health virtualized their MEDITECH servers and noticed significant 
performance loss related to the “I/O blender” effect from the mixing of I/O streams 
down through the hypervisor that brought about a massive increase in performance-
penalizing random I/O traffic. CHRISTUS was looking at a $2-million storage purchase 
to improve application performance. After deploying V-locity I/O reduction software, 
I/O traffic was reduced so significantly that they doubled performance and cancelled 
the $2-million storage purchase.
“Condusiv’s V-locity didn’t just double the productivity of our patient care without 
adding new hardware, it enabled us to save on the bottom line and reclaim a 
storage budget that had ballooned since we virtualized.” – Tom Swearingen, 
CHRISTUS Health

Hancock Regional Hospital Deploys V-locity to 
Solve Critical Performance Issues

Hancock Regional was getting complaints from hospital staff about the 
performance of their MEDITECH EHR application. Ryan Barker, Technology 
Specialist, was looking at a potential rip-and-replace of their entire EMC SAN 
architecture to boost performance. After hearing about excessive NTFS file 
fragmentation that leads to severe performance degradation, he turned to 
MEDITECH support which is where he first heard about V-locity. After conducting 
an evaluation, V-locity reduced I/O so significantly that it tripled performance.
“The time it took to compile a list of patient records wasn’t fast enough for 
us. With V-locity, that time has been drastically reduced, which is a major 
improvement when you’re talking about a busy day in the ER.” – Ryan Barker, 
Hancock Regional Hospital.

Ú CASE STUDY

CHRISTUS Health Doubles Electronic Health Record 
Performance with V-locity® Acceleration Software
CHRISTUS HEALTH ENJOYS DRAMATIC PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF ITS MEDITECH APPLICATION AND 

SAVES THOUSANDS ON STORAGE COSTS AFTER DEPLOYING V-LOCITY ACCELERATION SOFTWARE. 

THE PROBLEM
The move to Electronic Health Records (EHR) results in much-

needed efficiencies for healthcare providers. However, migrating 

records and systems is no simple task for a multinational organiza-

tion like CHRISTUS Health, which operates roughly 350 hospitals, 

outpatient centers, specialty systems and clinics in the United 

States, Mexico and South America.

In seeking a data center that can support its ever-evolving opera-

tions efficiently, CHRISTUS virtualized its server environment in 

2012. “While we have seen some benefits, it unearthed a myriad of 

software configuration complications. And we also realized about 

four months into this exercise that we had serious issues impacting 

our MEDITECH® EHR performance,” says Tom Swearingen, manager, 

infrastructure services, with San Antonio-based CHRISTUS Health. 

“As a result, latency, throughput and general sluggishness became  

a big challenge for us.” 

Performance concerns were most prevalent in the hospital system’s 

70-plus servers running the MEDITECH EHR application, the life-

blood of the hospital; however, CHRISTUS also looked to improve 

performance of the MEDITECH medical billing module. The batch 

processing for billing took place at night so it would be complete 

by the following morning, but the jobs were extending past the 

night shift—getting pushed until noon or even consuming the  

entire day. 

Swearingen needed to achieve performance improvements without 

an expensive and disruptive rip-and-replace of the existing SAN 

storage infrastructure. “We are constantly scrutinizing our budget, 

so anything that helps us avoid buying more storage hardware  

“We are constantly scrutinizing our 

budget, so anything that helps us 

avoid buying more storage hardware 

for performance or host-related  

infrastructure is a huge benefit,” 

—TOM SWEARINGEN, MANAGER,  

INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES, CHRISTUS HEALTH
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CASE STUDY

THE CUSTOMER
At Hancock Regional Hospital, quality is defined as the right care, at the right 
time, to the right person. To deliver on this vital promise, Hancock Regional’s IT 
infrastructure must run seamlessly. 

With a large user-base of doctors and nurses accessing MEDITECH® 

software to create and append records, track patients, and handle every 
detail of records management, there is zero margin for slow response time 
and loading errors. On a busy day, the staff tends to a full ER and a full 
waiting room—every second to access data is absolutely critical. 

THE CHALLENGE
Running two separate VMware® farms, one dedicated to MEDITECH and 
LSS ambulatory software, the other dedicated to applications like Exchange 
and Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI), Ryan Barker, Technology Specialist 
with Hancock’s Information Services team, manages the infrastructure that 
supports a massive amount of data, composed mostly of patient records—
much of it imported from paper—and going back 30+ years. “When a patient 
comes in, we use MEDITECH to search for an existing record. If one exists, 
we can access their entire history, if it doesn’t, we create a new record,” 
explains Ryan. “You can imagine how dire the situation can be, particularly 
in the ER. My users can’t spare precious seconds waiting for data to load 
and records to save.”

The MEDITECH environment includes 60 virtual MEDITECH servers. When 
Ryan heard performance complaints from medical staff and from the Core 
Team who supports them, he considered upgrading the SAN to a higher-
end solution. “Resource-wise, our servers weren’t maxing out,” says Ryan. 
“I started looking at the SAN, then heard about the problem of excessive 

CHALLENGES

• Managing massive amounts of patient 
data resulted in slow medical record 
load times that were hurting ER and 
overall patient care hospital-wide

• Bottlenecks and latency issues caused 
by excessive I/O traffic pushed from 
VMs to SAN

• Monthly reboots to solve slowdown
from heavy report generation and 
increased workload

V-LOCITY® FOR MEDITECH
BENEFITS

• Dramatic improvement in workload 
throughput and reduced latency

• Ability to load more patient records in 
significantly less time

• Deferment of SAN upgrade and 
investment in additional hardware

HANCOCK REGIONAL HOSPITAL 
Deploys V-locity for MEDITECH on Virtual 
Servers to Solve Critical Performance Issues

When the hospital began to experience performance 
issues that impacted users’ ability to access patient 
records in critical emergency room scenarios, 
Hancock Regional needed a solution. The team 
deployed V-locity on 60 MEDITECH dedicated 
servers and saw performance problems disappear—
overnight—without additional hardware.

ancock
Regional Hospital

http://www.condusiv.com/contact/

